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abstract

PURPOSE Tumor next-generation sequencing reports typically generate trial recommendations for patients
based on their diagnosis and genomic profile. However, these require additional refinement and prescreening,
which can add to physician burden. We wanted to use human prescreening efforts to efficiently refine these trial
options and also elucidate the high-value parameters that have a major impact on efficient trial matching.

METHODS Clinical trial recommendations were generated based on diagnosis and biomarker criteria using an
informatics platform and were further refined by manual prescreening. The refined results were then compared
with the initial trial recommendations and the reasons for false-positive matches were evaluated.

RESULTS Manual prescreening significantly reduced the number of false positives from the informatics gen-
erated trial recommendations, as expected. We found that trial-specific criteria, especially recruiting status for
individual trial arms, were a high value parameter and led to the largest number of automated false-positive
matches.

CONCLUSION Reflex clinical trial matching approaches that refine trial recommendations based on the clinical
details as well as trial-specific criteria have the potential to help alleviate physician burden for selecting the most
appropriate trial for their patient. Investing in publicly available resources that capture the recruiting status of a
trial at the cohort or arm level would, therefore, allow us to makemeaningful contributions to increase the clinical
trial enrollments by eliminating false positives.
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INTRODUCTION

Oncology clinicians are using an increasing number of
tumor next-generation sequencing (NGS) tests to help
determine treatment options for patients with cancer,
including for use of standard-of-care targeted thera-
pies, enrollment on clinical trials, and use of off-label
treatments. With increased testing and the growing
size of panels, more variants are being uncovered. A
recent study showed that clinical trial participation in
oncology is only about 8%.1 The impact of low accrual
rates on biomarker-driven trials is severe, since the
target patient population for these trials is typically
small.2 This, combined with the low accrual rates for
adult oncology trials, may delay or prevent targeted
drug from being approved and reaching the market.

A typical tumor NGS report may contain recommen-
dations for clinical trials based on the cancer diagnosis
and genomic mutation profile of the patient. Many
clinical trial matching algorithms used by laboratories
that report tumor NGS results favor high sensitivity at
the cost of poor positive predictive value. The onus,

therefore, lies on the managing physician or the
clinical research staff to review and eliminate false-
positive trials to find the best match for the patient. This
demands a tremendous amount of time, human effort,
and clinical expertise as eligibility criteria may include
diagnosis, tumor markers, disease state, prior line of
therapies, tumor genomic profile, and several other
criteria. According to one estimate, research nurses
spend about 4-9 hours evaluating a patient for clinical
trial eligibility.3

This issue is further complicated by the difficulty in
correctly predicting whether a particular trial or arms of
a clinical trial is open at a given institution at the
particular time. The trial recruiting status reported on
publicly available resources such as ClinicalTrials.gov4

often serve as the source of information for trials listed
in NGS reports. Jones et al5 found that the trial status
reflected on the ClinicalTrials.gov could be lagging
behind by up to 7 months. Furthermore, the clinical
trial status on publicly available resources only reflects
the overall open or closed status of the trial and not of
all individual sites and/or arms of the trial. This can
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have a significant impact on trial recommendations listed in
NGS reports and could hypothetically increase false
positives.

As the cost of sequencing decreases and the clinical focus
moves from limited gene-panel testing to whole-exon se-
quencing, RNA sequencing, and ultimately to whole-
genome sequencing, the pool of potentially matching
trials—that requires manual review—will expand. Infor-
matics tools that assist in refining the trials that need to be
manually reviewed or suggest potential matches based on
the patient’s clinical and biomarker profile may reduce the
manual burden of this process and reduce the barrier to
trial enrollment.

There have been efforts led by private and commercial
organizations to address this issue. Some of these efforts
are MatchMiner,6 IBM Watson,7 Personalized Cancer
Therapy,8 MolecularMatch,9 and Trial Prospector.10 How-
ever, there have been limited studies outlining the real-
world implementation of these tools in the setting of a large
cancer center. As NGS testing becomes standard of care
for several cancers, it is important to incorporate clinical
decision support pertaining to clinical trial matching as part
of the clinical workflow. Pilot feasibility trials that mimic the
real-world challenges of implementing such interventions
will go a long way in supporting uptake of these tools across
the oncology community.

In this paper, we share our experiences and challenges in
evaluating augmented clinical trial matching at the Vanderbilt-
Ingram Cancer Center (VICC), an NCI-designated Compre-
hensive Cancer Center in Nashville, TN. Augmented trial
matching refers to the addition of human review to refine
clinical trial results following the output of the automated
clinical trial matching algorithm. The precision clinical trial
matching (PCTM) service at VICC was developed in collab-
oration with our software development partner GenomOn-
cology, LLC, and trial results were augmented by prescreening
performed by a research nurse. An iterative design philosophy
was followed to rapidly identify issues and modify efforts
accordingly to minimize false positives. This paper describes

the study design and learnings from a clinical trial matching
study at a tertiary cancer center.

METHODS

Study Design

Figure 1 shows the schematic for the prospective study. All
patients with a solid tumor diagnosis who received a new
NGS test result were automatically included in the study. A
new tumor NGS result triggered the generation of clinical
trial recommendations by the PCTM informatics platform
based on the diagnosis and biomarkers reported on the
NGS test. A research nurse manually reviewed these
clinical trial recommendations and performed an initial
prescreen to determine eligibility. The refined results were
compared against the initial number for trials to determine
the added value of augmented matching, ie, manual
prescreening, and to elucidate the reasons for false-positive
trial matches. The study was approved by the institutional
investigational review board (IRB# 171809), which deter-
mined that neither the physicians nor the patients needed
to be consented for this pilot feasibility decision support
study.

Data Flow for Study

Extensible markup language (XML) files from NGS tests
were directly consumed by PCTM’s proprietary software
codeveloped with GenomOncology, and relevant demo-
graphic and biomarker information was parsed and
structured. PCTM was directly interfaced with the VICC
OnCore11 clinical trial management system (CTMS) and
received nightly refresh of all active trials that were
recruiting patients (Fig 2). PCTM also interfaced with the
My Cancer Genome clinical trial model12 and showed the
structured curated data for the relevant trials based on the
OnCore results. The structured curated data included trial
eligibility groups based on disease and biomarkers as well
as the trial treatment contexts, which included the treat-
ment setting (ie, neoadjuvant, adjuvant, and metastatic) as
well as the drugs used for each trial cohort or arm. This
model has been described in more detail elsewhere.12

CONTEXT

Key Objective
How accurate are automated algorithms for clinical trial matching based on diagnosis and biomarker criteria?
Knowledge Generated
Clinical trial recommendations based on diagnosis and biomarker criteria had a high rate of false positives (approximately

88%). Outdated information about open sites for specific clinical trial arms and trial slots was the biggest factor for false
positives.

Relevance
Focusing on developing infrastructure that can support curation of trial metadata across various sites and host it on publicly

available domains is urgently needed to improve the accuracy of trial matching algorithms.
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Based on these three data streams, PCTM presented a set
of potentially eligible institutional as well as national clinical
trials for each patient. The research nurse had the ability to
augment or edit a patient’s case with more granular clinical
details—such as protein expression detected through an
immunohistochemistry (IHC) report, a report from an
outside institution that mentions a separate comorbidity,
among other examples.

Study Protocol

Briefly, PCTM was used to give an initial list of trials for all
eligible patients. The following eligibility criteria were used
to define the patient population: (1) NGS test resulted from
October 2018 to April 2019; (2) was not deceased or on
hospice as documented in electronic medical record
(EMR); (3) had at least one appointment with a medical
oncologist, neuro-oncologist, or gynecologic oncologists.
Surgical oncologists were not part of the study. PCTM trial
results were refined by a research nurse by using a set of
customized filters. These filters allowed trial filtering based

on trial phase, recruiting status, and treatment context (ie,
neoadjuvant, adjuvant, and metastatic). Finally, an initial
prescreening was performed and trials were classified as
either (1) a potential match (patient is eligible for the trial at
the time of review), (2) a future match (patient may be el-
igible for the trial in the future), (3) a partial match (patient
seems to be eligible for the trial at the time of review but
further information is needed to confirm eligibility), or (4) a no
match (patient is ineligible for a trial and this ineligibility is
unlikely to change in the future). We have described these
concepts in more detail elsewhere.13 The final shortlisted
trials included the potential match and future match trials.
False-positive rate referred to the number of no match trials
compared with the overall trials shortlisted by PCTM.

Data Collection

A secure REDCap form14 with repeatable forms was
designed for this study. Initial trial matches, refined trial
results after expert review and prescreening, and reasons
for ineligibility were recorded manually in the REDCap

Cancer Patient
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Research
Nurse Refines
Prescreening

Results

Final Report
Generated

Data AnalysisPatient Details
Entered and

Used for Trial
Matching

FIG 1. Schematic outlining the study workflow. Patients were identified based on the receipt of an NGS report, and their clinical reports were
uploaded using a web-based user interface to PCTM. Relevant patient details such as vital status, diagnosis, date of diagnosis, and other biomarkers
tested outside of the NGS test (eg, PD-L1 and IHC for ER or PR or HER2) were addedmanually. PCTM then generated a list of potential trials for each
patient based on diagnosis and biomarker profile. Additional refinements to these trial results were applied using built-in multifaceted filtering for
treatment setting and trial phase. Furthermore, a research nurse performed an initial manual prescreening to evaluate eligibility. The final list of
eligible trials was compared against the initial recommendations by the PCTM software. ER, estrogen receptor; HER2, human epidermal growth
factor receptor 2; IHC, immunohistochemistry; NGS, next-generation sequencing; PCTM, precision clinical trial matching; PD-L1, programmed
death-ligand 1; PR, progesterone receptor.
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FIG 2. Data flow in PCTM. This schematic
shows how the PCTM received data feeds
from three different sources: (1) the curated
clinical trial data from My Cancer Genome
clinical trial data model, (2) the NGS data
feed in the form of XML files from VICC, and
(3) updated and refreshed clinical trial meta-
data from the CTMS. CTMS, clinical trial
management system; NGS, next-generation
sequencing; PCTM, precision clinical trial
matching.
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database in a retrospective fashion. Data were exported out
of REDCap as a CSV file at the end of study for further
analysis.

RESULTS

Cohort Characteristics

The characteristics of the patient cohort have been detailed
in Figure 3. Clinical trial recommendations were generated
for 82 patients. About 9% of the patient population was
deceased at the time of prescreening and another 10%
received NGS testing here but were receiving primary
cancer care elsewhere. Clinical trial recommendations
were not generated for these patients (n = 19) and they
were excluded from the analysis.

Trial Recommendations

A total of 808 trials were designated as matches by the
PCTM software (cumulative data). After the application of

treatment context filters, this number dropped to 755 trials.
These 755 trials were manually prescreened by the re-
search nurse based on the clinical details of the patient and
real-time clinical trial recruiting status data for individual
trial cohorts.

Prescreening Outcomes

We observed that approximately 88% of the trials that
initially matched based on diagnosis and biomarker criteria
of a patient were eventually classified as a no match and
were therefore false positives (Fig 4). Less than 2% of trials
were found to be potential matches for the patient’s current
clinical state, whereas 10% of trials were found to be a
potential match for future lines of therapy.

A deeper analysis into the reasons for no match revealed
that 72% of the false-positive matches occurred when a
patient matched to a particular arm of a clinical trial that
was either closed to accrual, did not have available slots,
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GIST
Unknown primary
Hepatoblastoma
MPNST
Neuroendocrine cancer
Prostate
Urothelial
Cholangiocarcinoma
Medulloblastoma
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Patient population
(n = 82)

Cumulative trials found
for all patients by

informatics platform
(n = 808)

Application of
treatment context

filters
(n = 755)

Matched trials
after prescreening

(n = 87)

Did not have primary
oncologist at VICC

(n = 10)

Deceased at the time of
prescreening

(n = 9)

Patients with a diagnosis of solid
cancer who received an NGS test

(N = 101)

FIG 3. Cohort CONSORT diagram. A total of 101 patients had a solid cancer diagnosis and received a qualifying NGS
test within the study period (October 2018-April 2019). At the time of prescreening, nine were found to be deceased
and 10 patients did not have a primary oncologist at VICC and therefore were removed from the study. The remaining
82 patients had a corresponding oncologist and were entered into the study. Cancer diagnosis distribution can be
seen in the gray box. A total of 808 cumulative trials were designated as matched trials by the informatics platform.
These were reduced to 755 after the application of treatment context filters and ultimately to 87 matched trials after
manual prescreening (shown in green box). All data are cumulative. NGS, next-generation sequencing.
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was never opened at VICC, or was suspended while other
arms of the trial were still open to accrual. The status of
individual arms of the clinical trial is not maintained in
publicly available resources and is inconsistently main-
tained in the local CTMS. Figure 5A shows all the reasons
for trials qualifying as a false positive despite matching on
diagnosis and biomarkers. The blue bars represent failure
to match because of clinical criteria, whereas the red bars
represent failure to match because of inaccurate or in-
complete trial or trial arm statuses. Trial-related clinical
criteria include prior treatments, disease histology, bio-
marker criteria, performance status, treatment setting or
context, cardiac abnormalities, presence or history of brain
metastases, presence of progressive disease, prior malig-
nancies, HIV status, and age-related criteria, among others.
Trial and trial arm-related criteria include trial open or close
status, trial arm open or close or suspension status, and slot
availability in an arm of interest.

Figure 5B shows the cumulative data for incremental re-
finement of selected trials with application of selected
filters—disease, biomarker, treatment context (ie, neo-
adjuvant, adjuvant, and metastatic), trial-cohort open or
closed status, and trial-cohort slot availability. Only ap-
proximately 12% of all the trials that matched initially based
on diagnosis and biomarker were eventually found to be
accurate matches (a potential or a future match). The blue
bars indicate criteria for which a filter exists in PCTM, and
the green bars represent an existing gap in the process. It is
noteworthy that some trials were a no match based on
multiple criteria. In some instances, these were related to
both the trial-related eligibility criteria, eg, HIV status and
multiple malignancies, as well as administrative details
pertaining to the trial, eg, no slots available on the cohort of
interest and cohort never opened.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we aimed to assess the stepwise quantitative
refinement of clinical trial recommendations when trial
results from an informatics platform were augmented by
manual prescreening. While doing so, we also wanted to
elucidate factors that have the highest impact on the
matching efficiency and thereby inform future clinical trial
matching decision support efforts.

Administrative details of clinical trials, both at the institu-
tional and global levels, were the single-most important
reason for false-positive trial matches. Institutional-level
administrative features included trial recruiting status,
trial open or close status, and trial-arm open or close or
suspended status. Global administrative features included
data that might not be readily available to the local insti-
tution in real time; this primarily includes slot availability for
phase I clinical trials. Themost important result of this study
was the impact of these administrative clinical trial features
on the false-positive rate for clinical trial matching. Although
institutional-level administrative features can be addressed
with improved manual upkeep of data or automated efforts,
addressing global administrative features would require
support from multiple stakeholders and potentially rede-
signing clinical trial data infrastructures and/or policies.

Interfacing institutional trial matching services with the
institution’s internal CTMS can give amore accurate picture
about the recruiting statuses of clinical trials that are open
at local institutions. It is important to note that the recruiting
status at the institutional level may be different than that
listed on ClinicalTrials.gov or other similar public databases
because of update delays.5 Similarly, information related to
an individual arm of a trial having an open, closed, or
suspended status can be recorded in a structured fashion
in existing CTMS. A more robust approach of assigning a
unique identifier to each trial arm in addition to the trial may
be pivotal in teasing apart the recruiting statuses among
trial arms. We discovered that existing CTMS may already
be capable of recording these criteria. Since these fields are
not consistently used for downstream uses, these details
are rarely recorded. Educating clinical trial administrative
staff about the potential downstream uses of the data
encoded in the CTMS can enhance the quality of data
related to recruiting statuses and thereby improvematching
efficiency.

To obtain accurate and updated information about slot
availability across multiple sites, an orchestrated effort
would be required across trial sponsors and clinical trial
research staff from one or more participating sites. Slot
availability is an inherently challenging variable to track
because of its temporal nature—slots often rotate between
all open sites—and the window of enrollment on these slots
can be , 24 hours. There are no existing resources that
have a consolidated and aggregated view of this information
across multiple sites. The key is that information needs to
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be centrally managed and accessible for updates to and
use by multiple sites in real time. This needs to be further
supported by enabling a seamless data architecture be-
tween CTMS, matching services, and central reporting
resources. Built-in process checks that can detect data
interruptions and other anomalies will support mainte-
nance of a robust and agile system.

This study also confirms previously reported inconsis-
tencies between the actual recruiting status of individual

arms of multiarm trials with that published on publicly
available resources.5,15,16 We observed an astonishingly
high false-positive rate (88%) of clinical trial matches when
they were exclusively based on diagnosis and biomarker
criteria. And yet, it is not uncommon to see these two
criteria being used by NGS vendors and trial-matching
algorithms to predict potential trial matches for patients.
Gathering updated trial-arm information from local insti-
tutions and using that to filter down trial results on NGS
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reports would minimize false positives and reduce pre-
screening efforts.

In addition to outdated and incomplete recruiting statuses,
the presence of multiple malignancies also significantly
reduced patient matching. The two patients in our cohort
with multiple malignancies were excluded from all trials.
The NCI recently accepted recommendations from ASCO
and Friends of Cancer Research that allow patients with
multiple malignancies to enroll on trials,17 but these have
not yet been widely adopted.

About 9% of the patients in our patient cohort were found to
be deceased at the time of prescreening (1-2 months after
the NGS report was obtained). The vital status of some of
these patients was outdated in the EMR, which led to futile
prescreening efforts. Outdated vital status can negatively
affect efforts for clinical trial matching by holding waitlist
spots that may result in enrollment delays and subsequent
loss of trial enrollment opportunity. This increase in mor-
tality was not surprising since patients who received NGS
tests at VICC typically had advanced disease and may al-
ready have progressed on multiple lines of therapy. This
highlights the importance of timeliness of trial matching
efforts. Ideally, these efforts should be performed in real
time. Recommendations not sent in real time can still be
helpful to guide future lines of therapy, but they run the risk
of becoming outdated because of change in patient’s
disease status or other clinical criteria. We have discussed

the various process triggers that can be designed to
kickstart reflex clinical trial matching elsewhere.13 Such
efforts take the onus off the clinical trial staff and the
physician and could result in increased treatment options
for patients as well as higher rates of trial enrollment.

In conclusion, it is important to uncover the factors that
result in a high rate of false positives while generating
clinical trial recommendations. Such studies can help to
drive efficiency and improve the design for future trial
matching efforts. Furthermore, such studies should be
designed such that trial recommendations are sent to
physicians in real time to maximize patient impact and
generate enough learnings to inform design of a larger
pragmatic study.

It is not possible to make meaningful contributions to in-
crease the clinical trial enrollments without investing in
publicly available resources that capture the recruiting
status of a trial at the cohort or arm level. This can be
achieved by enhanced reporting of statuses of arms on
ClinicalTrials.gov and Cancer.gov, as well as by upgrading
current CTMS to support curation of recruiting statuses at
the level of arms. Efforts—both policy-based improvements
and technological advancements—of this magnitude can
benefit the entire oncology community and can be taken up
by the NLM, NCI, and/or commercial vendors since it re-
quires multi-institutional collaboration.
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